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Year 5

These activities have been put together as an addition to the packs that have already been sent home.
This is a non-compulsory set of activities and have been put together to provide a bit more structure to the day for
those who feel they may benefit from it.

Yea

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Let’s get physical

Zumba kids:

Let’s get physical

Zumba kids:

Let’s get physical

Jog on the spot for

https://www.youtube.

Jog on the spot for 1

https://www.youtube.

Jog on the spot for

1 minute

com/watch?v=ymigWt

minute

com/watch?v=FP0wgV

1 minute

20x jumping jacks

5TOV8

20x jumping jacks

hUC9w

20x jumping jacks

Sensory Activity

r 5

20x squats

20x squats

20x squats

20 x push ups

20 x push ups

20 x push ups

Dance time

Dance time

Dance time

Topic

Continue to work on your projects in your packs.
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SPAG

Pobble 365 (See

Spelling

Literacy shed –

Extended writing

https://www.youtub

image and text

Use the suffix ‘ent’ and

Pigeon Impossible

Pigeon Impossible

e.com/watch?v=5bR

below)

‘ence’ and a soft ‘c’ /s/

https://www.literacys

https://www.literacy

EQcdMYBA

What do you think

sound, soft ‘g’ /j/

hed.com/pigeon-

shed.com/pigeon-

the biscuit was used

sound and ‘qu’.

impossible.html

impossible.html

Innocence, decent,

Write a persuasive

Create an

What do you think

frequent, emergent,

argument giving an

information leaflet

the expression on the

confidence, competence,

argument for why it

for your own spy

lady’s face would

transparent, eloquence,

was not the pigeon's

business. What

show?

violent, intelligence.

fault.

services can you

*TASK*

for?

See below

provide? How can
If you designed a

Divide the words up in

people contact you?

world, what would

to those with a root

What are the costs?

it be be made from?

word with a soft ‘c’
end, those with a soft

Where would it be

‘g’, those with a ‘qu’

based?

and those that are
exceptions.

How would you look
after your world

Can children add any

once it has been

other words to these 4

created?

groups?

English

*TASK*
Would you keep it a

Write the words as a

secret or will you tell

root word and with an

everyone?

appropriate suffix i.e.
confident and

*CHALLENGE*

confidence.

Can you create your

Powerful Words –

own planet? You

tempestuous and
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could draw and

grating. Children draw

describe it. Would the

images to represent

land be all joined

both words.

together or spread

*CHALLENGE*

out like the Earth?

Can they list other

Would there be seas

words that are

in between? What

synonyms (words that

colour would it be?

mean the same)?

What could it be

Maths-

Subtraction

made from?
https://www.youtub

*TASK*

*TASK*

*TASK*

*TASK*

See below – missing

See below – word

Nrich activity

Nrich activity

digits.

problems

*TASK*

https://nrich.maths.or

https://nrich.maths.

See below

g/11014

org/5633?utm_sourc

e.com/watch?v=2tPY
5K65m9w

e=primary-map
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Monday SPAG
Tuesday Pobble365
And so it began…
One accident, one collision
and one fortuitous moment
led to a series of unlikely
events unfurling: the
beginning of the world.
She couldn’t believe her
eyes… Tiny little specks
appeared on her kitchen
table. On closer inspection,
these little specks turned out
to be people, tiny little
people, all feverishly and
tirelessly building their
world on her table-top. Before long, tiny buildings had been constructed, forests
and mountains had grown, and there were even little vehicles making their way
across coffee-stained continents. She had never even imagined in her wildest
dreams that any of this had been possible, and little did she know, things were
about to get even more extraordinary…
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Wednesday Maths
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